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Abstract 
 The article discusses the problem of the indeterminate defendant in European tort law systems 
and in the projects aiming to unify tort law in Europe, such as Draft Common Frame of Reference 
and Principles of European Tort Law.  
 The given issue relates to a situation where there is a damage caused by one factor, yet upon 
available evidence one may indicate a few potential factors which might have led to the damage, 
but it cannot be ascertained which factor was the actual cause of it. The problem is addressed with 
reference to two scenarios. First, when there is a limited and known number of persons acting 
tortiously, each of whom potentially might have led to the damage, but only one of them had 
actually caused it. Second, when it is certain that one tortfeasor from the undetermined group  
of tortfeasors caused damage to some of the injured persons from the group of the injured persons, 
but it cannot be established precisely which tortfeasor caused damage to precisely which injured 
person.  
 In comparative law analysis, one may find various attempts to deal with the given issue, which 
come from the balance of ratios given to different solutions, as well as the legal possibilities  
or obstacles in national tort law systems. The main possibilities are: all-or-nothing approach, joint 
and several liability, and proportional liability. Those solutions are discussed in article in more 
detail with conclusion that the bold proposition of proportional liability presented in Principles  
of European Tort Law seems to be the most appropriate. 
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Abstract

Civil/ordinary partnerships as non-commercial entities play a vital role as an alternative 
form of doing business in various jurisdictions. Though the issue of where they should 
be regulated is becoming nonsensical in recent times, it is wise to have a well-structured 
legal framework which regulates these entities. This article aims to conduct a compara-
tive analysis of the regulation of Ethiopia’s ordinary partnership with the French civil 
code partnership and the Thai ordinary partnership only on issues of formation, trans-
fer of share, management, liability of partners, dissolution of partnership, distribution of 
profit and loss, and expulsion of a partner. The comparative analysis shows that in many 
areas of regulation, the Ethiopian law has more commonalities with that of Thai ordina-
ry partnership and French civil code partnership legal regimes. This article also finds 
that the Ethiopian law of ordinary partnership ought to be improved as regards the issu-
es of the transfer of shares related to ascendants and descendants, on the distribution of 
profits and losses, on the role of partners in a dissolution of the partnership, and on the 
expulsion of a partner.
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 2.1.  ALL-OR-NOTHING APPROACH 
 
 The all-or-nothing approach is a result of a strict interpretation of the 
conditio sine qua non requirement. Case-law and doctrine in some European 
countries support this view. It is, then, crucial to establish a causal relation 
between the individually recognised tortfeasor and the damage and hold 
him/her liable in full16. Taking into account that the essence of problem  
of alternative causation is inherent evidentiary problems in establishing 
which tortfeasor actually caused the damage, some jurisdictions in which 
the all-or-nothing approach is accepted are using certain ways to overcome 
those difficulties for the plaintiff’s benefit. For example, in Belgium the 
court may be willing to find upon circumstances of the case that the 
damage was actually the result of the activity of one of defendants (his/her 
act was the actual cause of damage) and hold him/her liable17. In some 
jurisdictions facilitation for the plaintiff’s claim follows from the proper 
establishment of the standard of proof or burden of proof. In English18  
and Danish law the applicable standard of proof is the preponderance  
of evidence, which means that the requirement of causation is met if it is 
more probable than not (more than 50%) that the defendant caused  
the damage. A similar approach is taken by Italian law, which applies  
the “theory of the most probable cause”. 
 
 2.2.  JOINT AND SEVERAL LIABILITY 
 
 In Book VI – 4:103 of Draft Common Frame of Reference the rebuttable 
presumption of causing damage in the case of alternative causes is 
prescribed. The article reads as follows: “Where legally relevant damage 
may have been caused by any one or more of a number of occurrences  
for which different persons are accountable and it is established that the 
damage was caused by one of these occurrences but not which one, each 
person who is accountable for any of the occurrences is rebuttably 

                                                   
16  See: Infantino, Zervogianni, supra note 4. 
17  See: Court of Appeal of Brussels, 23.12.1927, RGAR 1928, no. 227. 
18  Solution to the problem of alternative causation in England is one of the most 
complicated ones. Depending on a case, it may be also proportional liability or joint and 
several liability (see below). 

68 Marta Nunes Vicente

where a building permit is issued following the landowner’s acceptance 
of the (excessive) exactions. Recently, however, in Koontz v. St. Johns 
River Water Management District, the City of Monterey precedent was 
reversed, as the court held that resorting to Nollan/Dolan principles was 
not dependent, firstly, on whether the government approved or denied 
a permit, and, secondly, on whether the exactions imposed concerned 
a parcel of land or involved rather the payment of money. Underlying 
this enlargement is the need to prevent governments from evading the 
Nollan/Dolan rationale in situations where, notwithstanding its financial 
character, the exaction bears a special connection with a specific parcel 
of real property.67 

The decision raises many doubts and thorough concerns.68 For instance, 
if monetary exactions are thereafter subject to the rough proportionality 
test, how to distinguish them from property taxes, which would be 
normally assessed under the rational basis test? If the monetary exaction 
works as a per se taking, because of the link established with a specific 
parcel of land, why run the Nollan/Dolan inquiries at all? 69 

The Koontz decision, coupled with Eastern Enterprises and the reversal 
of City of Monterrey, embody an expansionary trend in takings clause 
jurisprudence. It operates, firstly, through the adoption of a heightened 
standard of review in urban law, which narrows the measures taken as 
restraints on the use of property not requiring compensation, and secondly, 
by means of including the imposition of monetary responsibilities in the 
regulatory takings realm. Although this trend is not ignored in other 
legal systems,70 particularly in those not admitting a substantive due

67 Koontz v. St. Johns River Water Management District, 530 U.S. (2013) [“because of the 
direct link between the government’s demand and a specific parcel of real property, this 
case implicates the central concern in Nolan and Dollan: the risk that the government may 
deploy its substantial power and discretion in land-use permitting to pursue governmental 
ends that lack an essential nexus and rough proportionality to the effects of the proposed 
use of the property at issue”]. 

68 Echeverria, supra note 65, p. 6; I. Piedra, “Confusing regulatory takings with 
regulatory exactions: the Supreme Court gets lost in the swamp of Koontz”, Environmental 
Affairs, Vol. 41, 2014, p. 555. See also Justice Kagan’s dissent opinion in Koontz. 

69 Echeverria, supra note 65, p. 41. 
70 See Part III. 
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Introduction

Generally, a person who wants to engage in business can do so in the 
form of a sole proprietorship or by forming a partnership or company 
with others. A Partnership is preferable for a business type that requires 
a limited number of members and capital. In this regard, the Ethiopian 
Commercial Code recognizes six types of business organizations spe-
cifically, (i) general partnership, (ii) limited partnership, (iii) ordinary 
partnership, (iv) joint venture, (v) share companies, and (vi) private lim-
ited companies.1 These six types of business organizations are catego-
rized into commercial and non-commercial, depending on the form and 
object of their engagement. 

Concerning the form of business organizations, share companies 
and private limited companies are always commercial regardless of 
their object of engagement. On the other hand, an ordinary partner-
ship is always non-commercial.2 The remaining three forms of business 
organizations (joint venture, general partnership, and limited partner-
ship) can be either commercial or non-commercial depending on the 
type of activities in which they are engaged.3 Under Ethiopian law, an 
ordinary partnership is recognized as a non-commercial corporation re-
gardless of its object of engagement. It is quite similar to what is adopt-
ed by the 1996 French Companies Law.4 Under this law, it is provided 
that the form which the company adopts is considered as the criterion 
for its nature regardless of the types of work it is engaged on.5

1 Commercial Code of the Empire of Ethiopia of 1960, Negaret Gazeta, Extraordi-
nary Issue 19-year No.3 book II, article 212 (1).

2 Id., article 10 and 213(1).
3 Ibid.
4 Sayed M. Hosni, “Commercial and Civil Companies in UAE Law”, Arab Law Quar-

terly, Vol. 7, No. 3 (1992), pp. 162. 
5 Ibid. 
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Although there is difference across jurisdictions, generally, in the 
civil law legal system, non-commercial corporations are regulated un-
der the Civil Code.6 However, Ethiopia is different from other countries 
that follow the civil law legal system in that an ordinary partnership is 
regulated under the Commercial Code, not the Civil Code.

The Attorney General of Ethiopia is currently leading a revision of 
the 1960 Commercial Code of Ethiopia. There is pressure from the legal 
community to revise part of the code governing ordinary partnership. 
However, there are concerns about how and by whom ordinary part-
nerships should be regulated. The drafting committee suggests that or-
dinary partnerships should not be included in the commercial code 
and instead should be regulated under the Ethiopian non-profit organ-
ization laws. However, the detail of the regulatory issues concerning 
the ordinary partnership needs the attention of the revision committee 
as well. This article is intended to establish issues related to the regula-
tion of ordinary partnerships and to suggest the best experiences that 
could help in addressing the legal issues concerning ordinary partner-
ships in Ethiopia.

This paper aims to make a comparative analysis of the regulation of 
Ethiopia’s ordinary partnership as a non-commercial corporation with 
other jurisdictions’ non-commercial partnerships. This analysis com-
pares Ethiopia’s ordinary partnership with the French civil code part-
nership (société civile) law and the Thai ordinary partnership law. In this 
regard, the writer consults the German experience (Gesellschaft bürgerli-
chen Rechts, GbR) occasionally when it is unique and important. 

The justification for selecting the French civil code partnership legal 
regime is that the Ethiopian laws that govern partnerships and other 
corporations are transplanted from the French legal system. Addition-
ally, the French civil code is also the pioneer in having a well-regulated 
legal regime of non-commercial partnership in a codified form. The jus-
tification for selecting the Thai ordinary partnership regime is the fact 
that Thailand is one of the civil law countries which regulate both com-
mercial and non-commercial corporations under a single code called in 
the Thailand Civil and Commercial Code. Additionally, Thailand’s le-
gal system is highly influenced by the French legal system, and it is the 

6 Italian, Swiss, French and Germany legal systems, UAE Civil companies.
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69 Echeverria, supra note 65, p. 41. 
70 See Part III. 

second country after Ethiopia to use the term ‘ordinary partnership’ to 
refer to the commonly known non-commercial partnership and to ap-
preciate why.

The scope of comparison is limited only to selected issues associat-
ed with the regulation of civil/ordinary partnerships, which include the 
formation of the partnership, transfer of share, management of the part-
nership, liability of partners, distribution of profit and loss, dissolution 
of partnership, and expulsion of a partner. The reason for this limiting 
is mainly to avoid being overambitious in terms of scope. It is not possi-
ble to cover all the aspects of ordinary partnership law across the juris-
dictions in comparison. The writer, after reading the relevant literature 
on Ethiopian ordinary partnership law and identifying key problems 
associated with it, decided to limit the discussion to these issues rather 
than go into details. 

I.	Definition	and	Nature

Traditionally, ordinary partnerships used to be divided into three; uni-
versal, general, and particular partnerships. As a result, it is hard to find 
a common nomenclature, nature, and definition for this type of busi-
ness organization across all jurisdictions. For instance, a universal part-
nership is an ordinary partnership in which all the property and ser-
vices of the partners are united and all the profits they generate are for 
their joint benefit.7 A general partnership is one which is created for the 
purposes of some general kind of business, whereas a particular part-
nership is one created for a single transaction or venture.8

Coming to the comparison of the jurisdictions in Ethiopia’s and Thai-
land’s legal systems, non-commercial partnership is named as ordinary 
partnership whereas, in the German and French laws, it is named as 
civil code partnership. However, under all legal systems except the Thai 
civil and commercial code, there is no direct definition of the respective 

7 Mechem, Floyd R., Elements of the Law of Partnership., Chicago: Callaghan & Com-
pany, 1896, p.13.

8 Ibid. 
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by means of including the imposition of monetary responsibilities in the 
regulatory takings realm. Although this trend is not ignored in other 
legal systems,70 particularly in those not admitting a substantive due

67 Koontz v. St. Johns River Water Management District, 530 U.S. (2013) [“because of the 
direct link between the government’s demand and a specific parcel of real property, this 
case implicates the central concern in Nolan and Dollan: the risk that the government may 
deploy its substantial power and discretion in land-use permitting to pursue governmental 
ends that lack an essential nexus and rough proportionality to the effects of the proposed 
use of the property at issue”]. 

68 Echeverria, supra note 65, p. 6; I. Piedra, “Confusing regulatory takings with 
regulatory exactions: the Supreme Court gets lost in the swamp of Koontz”, Environmental 
Affairs, Vol. 41, 2014, p. 555. See also Justice Kagan’s dissent opinion in Koontz. 

69 Echeverria, supra note 65, p. 41. 
70 See Part III. 
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civil code partnership or ordinary partnership. The Ethiopian9 and the 
French civil code10 tried to define it by employing a negative definition 
that it is any business organization that does not properly conform to 
the rest of the forms of business organizations. Similarly, the German 
Civil Code indirectly tried to define it as a partnership of persons in 
pursuit of a common purpose.11 Coming to the Thai ordinary partner-
ship, it provides a direct definition and defines it as a kind of partner-
ship in which all the partners are jointly and severally liable for all the 
obligations of the partnership.12

Regarding the nature of this corporate structure, in German law, 
civil code partnership is one of the practically important corporate 
structures when no trading activity proper is pursued. It is mainly used 
in the liberal professions for the joint exercise of free professions.13 It is 
also used in other cases, for example in consortium operations.14 Corre-
spondingly, in Thailand, this partnership has a non-commercial nature 
and is limited to certain regulated professions, such as medical person-
nel, lawyers, certain types of experts such as agricultural and forestry 
professionals providing a consultancy service, commissaries aux com-
petes, and industrial property consultants. The case in France is also 
similar; as société civile is used for alternative forms of doing business 
in the construction industry (real estate) and professional services like 
the medical service.15 The Ethiopian law provides that an ordinary part-
nership can carry out any other economic activities except those eco-
nomic activities which are listed in Article 5 of the Commercial Code. It 

9 Commercial Code of Ethiopia, supra note 1, article 227. 
10 Text of the Code in English available at: https://www.fd.ulisboa.pt/wp-content/

uploads/2014/12/Codigo-Civil-Frances-French-Civil-Code-english-version.pdf[last accessed 
2.9. 2020].  

11 Warth & Klein Grant Thornton AG., Doing Business in Germany, available at: https://
www.grantthornton.lt/globalassets/1.-member-firms/lithuania/pdf/doing-business-in-
germany-2017.pdf [last accessed 10.3.2021].

12 The Civil and Commercial Code of Thailand, Section 1025, available at: <https://www.
samuiforsale.com/law-texts/thailand-civil-code-part-1.html> [last accessed 10.3.2021].

13 Andenas, Mads & Wooldridge, Frank, European Comparative Company Law, Cam-
bridge Books, Cambridge University Press, 2012, p. 131.

14 Ibid. 
15 “Doing Business in France,” Business France, available at https://world.business-

france.fr/middle-east/wp-content/uploads/sites/906/2020/10/Establishing-a-Business-
in-France-Booklet-1-2017-edition.pdf [last accessed 10.12.2020].

https://www.grantthornton.lt/globalassets/1.-member-firms/lithuania/pdf/doing-business-in-germany-2017.pdf
https://www.grantthornton.lt/globalassets/1.-member-firms/lithuania/pdf/doing-business-in-germany-2017.pdf
https://www.grantthornton.lt/globalassets/1.-member-firms/lithuania/pdf/doing-business-in-germany-2017.pdf
https://www.samuiforsale.com/law-texts/thailand-civil-code-part-1.html
https://www.samuiforsale.com/law-texts/thailand-civil-code-part-1.html
https://ideas.repec.org/b/cup/cbooks/9781107407640.html
https://ideas.repec.org/s/cup/cbooks.html
https://ideas.repec.org/s/cup/cbooks.html
https://world.businessfrance.fr/middle-east/wp-content/uploads/sites/906/2020/10/Establishing-a-Business-in-France-Booklet-1-2017-edition.pdf
https://world.businessfrance.fr/middle-east/wp-content/uploads/sites/906/2020/10/Establishing-a-Business-in-France-Booklet-1-2017-edition.pdf
https://world.businessfrance.fr/middle-east/wp-content/uploads/sites/906/2020/10/Establishing-a-Business-in-France-Booklet-1-2017-edition.pdf
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 2.1.  ALL-OR-NOTHING APPROACH 
 
 The all-or-nothing approach is a result of a strict interpretation of the 
conditio sine qua non requirement. Case-law and doctrine in some European 
countries support this view. It is, then, crucial to establish a causal relation 
between the individually recognised tortfeasor and the damage and hold 
him/her liable in full16. Taking into account that the essence of problem  
of alternative causation is inherent evidentiary problems in establishing 
which tortfeasor actually caused the damage, some jurisdictions in which 
the all-or-nothing approach is accepted are using certain ways to overcome 
those difficulties for the plaintiff’s benefit. For example, in Belgium the 
court may be willing to find upon circumstances of the case that the 
damage was actually the result of the activity of one of defendants (his/her 
act was the actual cause of damage) and hold him/her liable17. In some 
jurisdictions facilitation for the plaintiff’s claim follows from the proper 
establishment of the standard of proof or burden of proof. In English18  
and Danish law the applicable standard of proof is the preponderance  
of evidence, which means that the requirement of causation is met if it is 
more probable than not (more than 50%) that the defendant caused  
the damage. A similar approach is taken by Italian law, which applies  
the “theory of the most probable cause”. 
 
 2.2.  JOINT AND SEVERAL LIABILITY 
 
 In Book VI – 4:103 of Draft Common Frame of Reference the rebuttable 
presumption of causing damage in the case of alternative causes is 
prescribed. The article reads as follows: “Where legally relevant damage 
may have been caused by any one or more of a number of occurrences  
for which different persons are accountable and it is established that the 
damage was caused by one of these occurrences but not which one, each 
person who is accountable for any of the occurrences is rebuttably 

                                                   
16  See: Infantino, Zervogianni, supra note 4. 
17  See: Court of Appeal of Brussels, 23.12.1927, RGAR 1928, no. 227. 
18  Solution to the problem of alternative causation in England is one of the most 
complicated ones. Depending on a case, it may be also proportional liability or joint and 
several liability (see below). 

68 Marta Nunes Vicente

where a building permit is issued following the landowner’s acceptance 
of the (excessive) exactions. Recently, however, in Koontz v. St. Johns 
River Water Management District, the City of Monterey precedent was 
reversed, as the court held that resorting to Nollan/Dolan principles was 
not dependent, firstly, on whether the government approved or denied 
a permit, and, secondly, on whether the exactions imposed concerned 
a parcel of land or involved rather the payment of money. Underlying 
this enlargement is the need to prevent governments from evading the 
Nollan/Dolan rationale in situations where, notwithstanding its financial 
character, the exaction bears a special connection with a specific parcel 
of real property.67 

The decision raises many doubts and thorough concerns.68 For instance, 
if monetary exactions are thereafter subject to the rough proportionality 
test, how to distinguish them from property taxes, which would be 
normally assessed under the rational basis test? If the monetary exaction 
works as a per se taking, because of the link established with a specific 
parcel of land, why run the Nollan/Dolan inquiries at all? 69 

The Koontz decision, coupled with Eastern Enterprises and the reversal 
of City of Monterrey, embody an expansionary trend in takings clause 
jurisprudence. It operates, firstly, through the adoption of a heightened 
standard of review in urban law, which narrows the measures taken as 
restraints on the use of property not requiring compensation, and secondly, 
by means of including the imposition of monetary responsibilities in the 
regulatory takings realm. Although this trend is not ignored in other 
legal systems,70 particularly in those not admitting a substantive due

67 Koontz v. St. Johns River Water Management District, 530 U.S. (2013) [“because of the 
direct link between the government’s demand and a specific parcel of real property, this 
case implicates the central concern in Nolan and Dollan: the risk that the government may 
deploy its substantial power and discretion in land-use permitting to pursue governmental 
ends that lack an essential nexus and rough proportionality to the effects of the proposed 
use of the property at issue”]. 

68 Echeverria, supra note 65, p. 6; I. Piedra, “Confusing regulatory takings with 
regulatory exactions: the Supreme Court gets lost in the swamp of Koontz”, Environmental 
Affairs, Vol. 41, 2014, p. 555. See also Justice Kagan’s dissent opinion in Koontz. 

69 Echeverria, supra note 65, p. 41. 
70 See Part III. 

is quite similar to the Louisiana Ordinary partnership.16 The list of eco-
nomic activities as described in Article 5 is exhaustive and the types of 
economic activities which an ordinary partnership may carry out are 
unlimited.17

II.		Formation

In all of the four jurisdictions including the German Civil law part-
nership, both civil code partnerships and ordinary partnerships are 
formed by the conclusion of a partnership agreement.18 In the French 
civil code partnership19 and the Ethiopian ordinary partnership20 reg-
istration is also a formation requirement. The case in Thailand is some-
what different: the registration requirement is not always mandatory; it 
is only required when that partnership wants to be registered.21 How-
ever, German law does not require civil law partnerships to be regis-
tered. As a result, a civil law partnership does not have a legal person-
ality. It is simply an aggregate of persons rather than having a unified 
trade name. However, in 2001, the Federal Supreme Court of Germany 
gave a landmark decision.22 This decision gave legal personality to the 
civil law partnership. Nevertheless, still there are cases in which it lacks 

16 F. Hodge O’Neal, “An Appraisal of the Louisiana Law of Partnership: A Compara-
tive Focus on Source Materials and Underlying Practices (Part II)”, Louisiana Law Review, 
Vol. 9 No. 3 (1949), pp. 473–474.

17 Alemayehu Fentaw and Kefene Gurmu, Law of Traders and Business Organiza-
tions: A Course Material, (sponsored by Justice and Legal Systems Research Institute, 
Unpublished, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, January 2008), p. 56. 

18 German Civil Code in the version promulgated on 2 January 2002 (Federal Law 
Gazette [Bundesgesetzblatt] I p. 42, 2909; 2003 I p. 738), last amended by Article 2 (16) of 
the statute of 19 February 2007 (Federal Law Gazette [Bundesgesetzblatt] I p. 122), Sec-
tion 705, available at https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/englisch_bgb/englisch_bgb.
html [last accessed 15.11.2020], Commercial Code of Ethiopia, article 210 (1) and 212(1) (a) 
and Civil Code of France, supra note 10, Article 1835. 

19 Civil Code of France, supra note 10, Article 1842. 
20 Commercial Code of Ethiopia, supra note 1, Article 222.

21 “Establishing a Business Entity in Thailand,” ILN Corporate Group, available at: 
https://www.dejudomlaw.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/Establishing-a-Business-
Entity-In-Thailand-Fall-2014.pdf [last accessed 12.2.2021].

22 Andenas, Mads & Wooldridge, Frank, supra note 13, p.132

https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/englisch_bgb/englisch_bgb.html
https://www.gesetze-im-internet.de/englisch_bgb/englisch_bgb.html
https://www.dejudomlaw.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/Establishing-a-Business-Entity-In-Thailand-Fall-2014.pdf
https://www.dejudomlaw.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/Establishing-a-Business-Entity-In-Thailand-Fall-2014.pdf
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 2.1.  ALL-OR-NOTHING APPROACH 
 
 The all-or-nothing approach is a result of a strict interpretation of the 
conditio sine qua non requirement. Case-law and doctrine in some European 
countries support this view. It is, then, crucial to establish a causal relation 
between the individually recognised tortfeasor and the damage and hold 
him/her liable in full16. Taking into account that the essence of problem  
of alternative causation is inherent evidentiary problems in establishing 
which tortfeasor actually caused the damage, some jurisdictions in which 
the all-or-nothing approach is accepted are using certain ways to overcome 
those difficulties for the plaintiff’s benefit. For example, in Belgium the 
court may be willing to find upon circumstances of the case that the 
damage was actually the result of the activity of one of defendants (his/her 
act was the actual cause of damage) and hold him/her liable17. In some 
jurisdictions facilitation for the plaintiff’s claim follows from the proper 
establishment of the standard of proof or burden of proof. In English18  
and Danish law the applicable standard of proof is the preponderance  
of evidence, which means that the requirement of causation is met if it is 
more probable than not (more than 50%) that the defendant caused  
the damage. A similar approach is taken by Italian law, which applies  
the “theory of the most probable cause”. 
 
 2.2.  JOINT AND SEVERAL LIABILITY 
 
 In Book VI – 4:103 of Draft Common Frame of Reference the rebuttable 
presumption of causing damage in the case of alternative causes is 
prescribed. The article reads as follows: “Where legally relevant damage 
may have been caused by any one or more of a number of occurrences  
for which different persons are accountable and it is established that the 
damage was caused by one of these occurrences but not which one, each 
person who is accountable for any of the occurrences is rebuttably 

                                                   
16  See: Infantino, Zervogianni, supra note 4. 
17  See: Court of Appeal of Brussels, 23.12.1927, RGAR 1928, no. 227. 
18  Solution to the problem of alternative causation in England is one of the most 
complicated ones. Depending on a case, it may be also proportional liability or joint and 
several liability (see below). 

68 Marta Nunes Vicente

where a building permit is issued following the landowner’s acceptance 
of the (excessive) exactions. Recently, however, in Koontz v. St. Johns 
River Water Management District, the City of Monterey precedent was 
reversed, as the court held that resorting to Nollan/Dolan principles was 
not dependent, firstly, on whether the government approved or denied 
a permit, and, secondly, on whether the exactions imposed concerned 
a parcel of land or involved rather the payment of money. Underlying 
this enlargement is the need to prevent governments from evading the 
Nollan/Dolan rationale in situations where, notwithstanding its financial 
character, the exaction bears a special connection with a specific parcel 
of real property.67 

The decision raises many doubts and thorough concerns.68 For instance, 
if monetary exactions are thereafter subject to the rough proportionality 
test, how to distinguish them from property taxes, which would be 
normally assessed under the rational basis test? If the monetary exaction 
works as a per se taking, because of the link established with a specific 
parcel of land, why run the Nollan/Dolan inquiries at all? 69 

The Koontz decision, coupled with Eastern Enterprises and the reversal 
of City of Monterrey, embody an expansionary trend in takings clause 
jurisprudence. It operates, firstly, through the adoption of a heightened 
standard of review in urban law, which narrows the measures taken as 
restraints on the use of property not requiring compensation, and secondly, 
by means of including the imposition of monetary responsibilities in the 
regulatory takings realm. Although this trend is not ignored in other 
legal systems,70 particularly in those not admitting a substantive due

67 Koontz v. St. Johns River Water Management District, 530 U.S. (2013) [“because of the 
direct link between the government’s demand and a specific parcel of real property, this 
case implicates the central concern in Nolan and Dollan: the risk that the government may 
deploy its substantial power and discretion in land-use permitting to pursue governmental 
ends that lack an essential nexus and rough proportionality to the effects of the proposed 
use of the property at issue”]. 

68 Echeverria, supra note 65, p. 6; I. Piedra, “Confusing regulatory takings with 
regulatory exactions: the Supreme Court gets lost in the swamp of Koontz”, Environmental 
Affairs, Vol. 41, 2014, p. 555. See also Justice Kagan’s dissent opinion in Koontz. 

69 Echeverria, supra note 65, p. 41. 
70 See Part III. 
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legal personality, when the civil law partnership does not carry out any 
external activity.23

Coming to the case of the amount of contribution and capital re-
quirement, in all three jurisdictions, it is presumed that there is equal 
contribution unless otherwise agreed.24 Regarding the type of contribu-
tion, in the case of the French, Ethiopian, and Thai ordinary/civil Part-
nership, money, property, the use of property, debt, as well as skill can 
be contributed.25 However, in the German Civil Code partnership, nei-
ther debt nor skill may be contributed.26 The fate of the partner who 
fails to deliver his contribution is not regulated under the German and 
Ethiopian legal systems. This issue is regulated under Thai law and it 
provides that, if someone fails to deliver his contribution, written notice 
must be given to him by registered letter to deliver it within a reason-
able time.27 If he fails to do so again, then he may be excluded from the 
partnership by a decision of all the other partners, or of such a majority 
as is provided in their agreement.28

III.	Transfer	of	Share

Generally, in the case of partnership, unlike corporate shareholders who 
may sell their shares of stock without restriction, a partner’s share in 
the partnership is not freely transferable.29 In the case of French Civil 
Code partnership, as a principle the transfer of shares is possible either 
to a partner or a third party with the approval of all partners. However, 
the law provides exceptions. The first exception is that it is possible to 
agree under their articles of association for the approval of the transfer 

23 Ibid. 
24 Commercial Code of Ethiopia, supra note 1, Article 229(3); Civil Code of Germany, 

supra note 18, article 706(1); Civil and Commercial Code of Thailand, supra note 12, Sec-
tion 1027, Civil Code of France, supra note 10, Article 1845-1. 

25 Commercial Code of Ethiopia, supra note 1, Article 229 (1) and (2); Civil and Com-
mercial Code of Thailand, supra note 12, Section 1026;

26 Civil Code of Germany, supra note 18, Article 706.
27 Civil and Commercial Code of Thailand Supra note 12, Section 1031.
28 Ibid.
29 Schneeman, A., The Law of Corporations and other Business Organizations, Clifton 

Park, New York: Delmar Cengage Learning, 2010, pp. 76.
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 2.1.  ALL-OR-NOTHING APPROACH 
 
 The all-or-nothing approach is a result of a strict interpretation of the 
conditio sine qua non requirement. Case-law and doctrine in some European 
countries support this view. It is, then, crucial to establish a causal relation 
between the individually recognised tortfeasor and the damage and hold 
him/her liable in full16. Taking into account that the essence of problem  
of alternative causation is inherent evidentiary problems in establishing 
which tortfeasor actually caused the damage, some jurisdictions in which 
the all-or-nothing approach is accepted are using certain ways to overcome 
those difficulties for the plaintiff’s benefit. For example, in Belgium the 
court may be willing to find upon circumstances of the case that the 
damage was actually the result of the activity of one of defendants (his/her 
act was the actual cause of damage) and hold him/her liable17. In some 
jurisdictions facilitation for the plaintiff’s claim follows from the proper 
establishment of the standard of proof or burden of proof. In English18  
and Danish law the applicable standard of proof is the preponderance  
of evidence, which means that the requirement of causation is met if it is 
more probable than not (more than 50%) that the defendant caused  
the damage. A similar approach is taken by Italian law, which applies  
the “theory of the most probable cause”. 
 
 2.2.  JOINT AND SEVERAL LIABILITY 
 
 In Book VI – 4:103 of Draft Common Frame of Reference the rebuttable 
presumption of causing damage in the case of alternative causes is 
prescribed. The article reads as follows: “Where legally relevant damage 
may have been caused by any one or more of a number of occurrences  
for which different persons are accountable and it is established that the 
damage was caused by one of these occurrences but not which one, each 
person who is accountable for any of the occurrences is rebuttably 

                                                   
16  See: Infantino, Zervogianni, supra note 4. 
17  See: Court of Appeal of Brussels, 23.12.1927, RGAR 1928, no. 227. 
18  Solution to the problem of alternative causation in England is one of the most 
complicated ones. Depending on a case, it may be also proportional liability or joint and 
several liability (see below). 
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where a building permit is issued following the landowner’s acceptance 
of the (excessive) exactions. Recently, however, in Koontz v. St. Johns 
River Water Management District, the City of Monterey precedent was 
reversed, as the court held that resorting to Nollan/Dolan principles was 
not dependent, firstly, on whether the government approved or denied 
a permit, and, secondly, on whether the exactions imposed concerned 
a parcel of land or involved rather the payment of money. Underlying 
this enlargement is the need to prevent governments from evading the 
Nollan/Dolan rationale in situations where, notwithstanding its financial 
character, the exaction bears a special connection with a specific parcel 
of real property.67 

The decision raises many doubts and thorough concerns.68 For instance, 
if monetary exactions are thereafter subject to the rough proportionality 
test, how to distinguish them from property taxes, which would be 
normally assessed under the rational basis test? If the monetary exaction 
works as a per se taking, because of the link established with a specific 
parcel of land, why run the Nollan/Dolan inquiries at all? 69 

The Koontz decision, coupled with Eastern Enterprises and the reversal 
of City of Monterrey, embody an expansionary trend in takings clause 
jurisprudence. It operates, firstly, through the adoption of a heightened 
standard of review in urban law, which narrows the measures taken as 
restraints on the use of property not requiring compensation, and secondly, 
by means of including the imposition of monetary responsibilities in the 
regulatory takings realm. Although this trend is not ignored in other 
legal systems,70 particularly in those not admitting a substantive due

67 Koontz v. St. Johns River Water Management District, 530 U.S. (2013) [“because of the 
direct link between the government’s demand and a specific parcel of real property, this 
case implicates the central concern in Nolan and Dollan: the risk that the government may 
deploy its substantial power and discretion in land-use permitting to pursue governmental 
ends that lack an essential nexus and rough proportionality to the effects of the proposed 
use of the property at issue”]. 

68 Echeverria, supra note 65, p. 6; I. Piedra, “Confusing regulatory takings with 
regulatory exactions: the Supreme Court gets lost in the swamp of Koontz”, Environmental 
Affairs, Vol. 41, 2014, p. 555. See also Justice Kagan’s dissent opinion in Koontz. 

69 Echeverria, supra note 65, p. 41. 
70 See Part III. 

by the majority which the partners may fix, or which may be decided on 
by the managers. The second exception is on the transfer of shares made 
to ascendants and descendants. The law provides that if someone wants 
to transfer his shares to ascendants or descendants there is no need to 
give approval.30 The law also addresses other issues related to the trans-
fer of share. For instance, the leaving partner is obliged to give advance 
notice about the planned transfer.31 Besides, it regulates the fate of the 
transfer when several partners express their interest in acquiring the 
share and when there is no partner who stands to acquire the share.32 
The case in Ethiopian33 and Thai34 law is somewhat different. Though 
it is possible to introduce a third party as a partner with the consent of 
all the partners, neither of the laws provides an exception to this rule. 
Besides, there is no provision that regulates the advance notice require-
ment and other issues directly related to the transfer of shares. The po-
sition taken by the French law appears to be better. Although the nature 
of partnership requires strict regulation of the withdrawal and coming 
in of a partner, it should not be absolute; at least there should be an ex-
ception for ascendants and descendants of the partners.

IV.	Management

In every business organization and association, the very important is-
sue that needs to be regulated is the issue of who manages the entity. 
The operational management of a partnership includes two separate le-
gal steps in dealings with third parties.35 The first is the internal process 
of making decisions for the partnership.36 The second is the process of 

30 Civil Code of France, supra note 10, article 1861. 
31 Ibid.
32 Ibid., Article 1862. 
33 Commercial Code of Ethiopia, supra note 1, Article 250.
34 Civil and Commercial Code of Thailand, supra note 12, section 1040 and 1041.
35 Cahn, A., & Donald, D., Comparative Company Law: Text and Cases on the Laws Gov-

erning Corporations in Germany, the UK and the USA, Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, (2018), p.27. 

36 Ibid.
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 The all-or-nothing approach is a result of a strict interpretation of the 
conditio sine qua non requirement. Case-law and doctrine in some European 
countries support this view. It is, then, crucial to establish a causal relation 
between the individually recognised tortfeasor and the damage and hold 
him/her liable in full16. Taking into account that the essence of problem  
of alternative causation is inherent evidentiary problems in establishing 
which tortfeasor actually caused the damage, some jurisdictions in which 
the all-or-nothing approach is accepted are using certain ways to overcome 
those difficulties for the plaintiff’s benefit. For example, in Belgium the 
court may be willing to find upon circumstances of the case that the 
damage was actually the result of the activity of one of defendants (his/her 
act was the actual cause of damage) and hold him/her liable17. In some 
jurisdictions facilitation for the plaintiff’s claim follows from the proper 
establishment of the standard of proof or burden of proof. In English18  
and Danish law the applicable standard of proof is the preponderance  
of evidence, which means that the requirement of causation is met if it is 
more probable than not (more than 50%) that the defendant caused  
the damage. A similar approach is taken by Italian law, which applies  
the “theory of the most probable cause”. 
 
 2.2.  JOINT AND SEVERAL LIABILITY 
 
 In Book VI – 4:103 of Draft Common Frame of Reference the rebuttable 
presumption of causing damage in the case of alternative causes is 
prescribed. The article reads as follows: “Where legally relevant damage 
may have been caused by any one or more of a number of occurrences  
for which different persons are accountable and it is established that the 
damage was caused by one of these occurrences but not which one, each 
person who is accountable for any of the occurrences is rebuttably 

                                                   
16  See: Infantino, Zervogianni, supra note 4. 
17  See: Court of Appeal of Brussels, 23.12.1927, RGAR 1928, no. 227. 
18  Solution to the problem of alternative causation in England is one of the most 
complicated ones. Depending on a case, it may be also proportional liability or joint and 
several liability (see below). 
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where a building permit is issued following the landowner’s acceptance 
of the (excessive) exactions. Recently, however, in Koontz v. St. Johns 
River Water Management District, the City of Monterey precedent was 
reversed, as the court held that resorting to Nollan/Dolan principles was 
not dependent, firstly, on whether the government approved or denied 
a permit, and, secondly, on whether the exactions imposed concerned 
a parcel of land or involved rather the payment of money. Underlying 
this enlargement is the need to prevent governments from evading the 
Nollan/Dolan rationale in situations where, notwithstanding its financial 
character, the exaction bears a special connection with a specific parcel 
of real property.67 

The decision raises many doubts and thorough concerns.68 For instance, 
if monetary exactions are thereafter subject to the rough proportionality 
test, how to distinguish them from property taxes, which would be 
normally assessed under the rational basis test? If the monetary exaction 
works as a per se taking, because of the link established with a specific 
parcel of land, why run the Nollan/Dolan inquiries at all? 69 

The Koontz decision, coupled with Eastern Enterprises and the reversal 
of City of Monterrey, embody an expansionary trend in takings clause 
jurisprudence. It operates, firstly, through the adoption of a heightened 
standard of review in urban law, which narrows the measures taken as 
restraints on the use of property not requiring compensation, and secondly, 
by means of including the imposition of monetary responsibilities in the 
regulatory takings realm. Although this trend is not ignored in other 
legal systems,70 particularly in those not admitting a substantive due

67 Koontz v. St. Johns River Water Management District, 530 U.S. (2013) [“because of the 
direct link between the government’s demand and a specific parcel of real property, this 
case implicates the central concern in Nolan and Dollan: the risk that the government may 
deploy its substantial power and discretion in land-use permitting to pursue governmental 
ends that lack an essential nexus and rough proportionality to the effects of the proposed 
use of the property at issue”]. 

68 Echeverria, supra note 65, p. 6; I. Piedra, “Confusing regulatory takings with 
regulatory exactions: the Supreme Court gets lost in the swamp of Koontz”, Environmental 
Affairs, Vol. 41, 2014, p. 555. See also Justice Kagan’s dissent opinion in Koontz. 

69 Echeverria, supra note 65, p. 41. 
70 See Part III. 
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carrying out these decisions vis-à-vis third parties; that is about repre-
sentation of the partnership before third parties.37

Coming to the comparison of jurisdictions, civil partnership under 
the French law is managed by one or several persons whether they are 
partners or not, who are appointed either by the articles of partnership, 
or by a special act, or by a resolution of the partners.38 The same posi-
tion is taken by Ethiopia, where the commercial code provides that all 
partners shall have a right to act as managers unless the partnership 
agreement or a decision of the partnership has appointed one or more 
partners or a third party to be a manager.39 Under both the Ethiopian 
and French laws, there is room for a third party to be a manager of the 
partnership, though joint management of partners is presumed. Under 
both laws, partners by agreement can appoint a non-partner profession-
al manager as manager of the business.

In Thailand, it is not clear whether a third party can be a manager 
or not. Rather, the law provides only that if there is no agreement be-
tween the partners as to the management of the business of the partner-
ship, each of the partners shall become the manager of the business.40 
Is there a possibility of appointing a third party as a manager? Literally 
from the reading of the law, it seems that what is required is agreement 
of the partners. The writer of this article believes that if the Thai law-
maker intends to open it for a third party, it may provide explicitly as in 
the French and Ethiopian laws.

To conclude, the approach taken in the management of ordinary 
partnership in the Ethiopian law is similar to the French civil code part-
nership, but slightly different from that of the Thai ordinary partner-
ship. The approach of Ethiopian and French law can be taken as the best 
approach, mainly because, unlike Thai law, the Ethiopian and French 
laws allow the partners to appoint a professional manager outside the 
members.

37 Ibid.
38 Civil Code of France, supra note 10, Article 1846.
39 Commercial Code of Ethiopia, supra note 1, Article 236.
40 Civil and Commercial Code of Thailand, supra note 12, Section 1033.
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 2.1.  ALL-OR-NOTHING APPROACH 
 
 The all-or-nothing approach is a result of a strict interpretation of the 
conditio sine qua non requirement. Case-law and doctrine in some European 
countries support this view. It is, then, crucial to establish a causal relation 
between the individually recognised tortfeasor and the damage and hold 
him/her liable in full16. Taking into account that the essence of problem  
of alternative causation is inherent evidentiary problems in establishing 
which tortfeasor actually caused the damage, some jurisdictions in which 
the all-or-nothing approach is accepted are using certain ways to overcome 
those difficulties for the plaintiff’s benefit. For example, in Belgium the 
court may be willing to find upon circumstances of the case that the 
damage was actually the result of the activity of one of defendants (his/her 
act was the actual cause of damage) and hold him/her liable17. In some 
jurisdictions facilitation for the plaintiff’s claim follows from the proper 
establishment of the standard of proof or burden of proof. In English18  
and Danish law the applicable standard of proof is the preponderance  
of evidence, which means that the requirement of causation is met if it is 
more probable than not (more than 50%) that the defendant caused  
the damage. A similar approach is taken by Italian law, which applies  
the “theory of the most probable cause”. 
 
 2.2.  JOINT AND SEVERAL LIABILITY 
 
 In Book VI – 4:103 of Draft Common Frame of Reference the rebuttable 
presumption of causing damage in the case of alternative causes is 
prescribed. The article reads as follows: “Where legally relevant damage 
may have been caused by any one or more of a number of occurrences  
for which different persons are accountable and it is established that the 
damage was caused by one of these occurrences but not which one, each 
person who is accountable for any of the occurrences is rebuttably 

                                                   
16  See: Infantino, Zervogianni, supra note 4. 
17  See: Court of Appeal of Brussels, 23.12.1927, RGAR 1928, no. 227. 
18  Solution to the problem of alternative causation in England is one of the most 
complicated ones. Depending on a case, it may be also proportional liability or joint and 
several liability (see below). 
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where a building permit is issued following the landowner’s acceptance 
of the (excessive) exactions. Recently, however, in Koontz v. St. Johns 
River Water Management District, the City of Monterey precedent was 
reversed, as the court held that resorting to Nollan/Dolan principles was 
not dependent, firstly, on whether the government approved or denied 
a permit, and, secondly, on whether the exactions imposed concerned 
a parcel of land or involved rather the payment of money. Underlying 
this enlargement is the need to prevent governments from evading the 
Nollan/Dolan rationale in situations where, notwithstanding its financial 
character, the exaction bears a special connection with a specific parcel 
of real property.67 

The decision raises many doubts and thorough concerns.68 For instance, 
if monetary exactions are thereafter subject to the rough proportionality 
test, how to distinguish them from property taxes, which would be 
normally assessed under the rational basis test? If the monetary exaction 
works as a per se taking, because of the link established with a specific 
parcel of land, why run the Nollan/Dolan inquiries at all? 69 

The Koontz decision, coupled with Eastern Enterprises and the reversal 
of City of Monterrey, embody an expansionary trend in takings clause 
jurisprudence. It operates, firstly, through the adoption of a heightened 
standard of review in urban law, which narrows the measures taken as 
restraints on the use of property not requiring compensation, and secondly, 
by means of including the imposition of monetary responsibilities in the 
regulatory takings realm. Although this trend is not ignored in other 
legal systems,70 particularly in those not admitting a substantive due

67 Koontz v. St. Johns River Water Management District, 530 U.S. (2013) [“because of the 
direct link between the government’s demand and a specific parcel of real property, this 
case implicates the central concern in Nolan and Dollan: the risk that the government may 
deploy its substantial power and discretion in land-use permitting to pursue governmental 
ends that lack an essential nexus and rough proportionality to the effects of the proposed 
use of the property at issue”]. 

68 Echeverria, supra note 65, p. 6; I. Piedra, “Confusing regulatory takings with 
regulatory exactions: the Supreme Court gets lost in the swamp of Koontz”, Environmental 
Affairs, Vol. 41, 2014, p. 555. See also Justice Kagan’s dissent opinion in Koontz. 

69 Echeverria, supra note 65, p. 41. 
70 See Part III. 

V.		Liability	of	Partners

Both in Ethiopia41 and in Thailand,42 partners of an ordinary partner-
ship are jointly, severally, and unlimitedly liable for the acts of the part-
nership. A partner’s liability is not limited by the amount of his con-
tribution to the partnership capital, but rather extends to his entire 
property. It makes no difference what may be his share or interest in the 
partnership business. It does not matter whether he is an actively en-
gaging or passive partner. 

Being jointly and severally liable is regarded as the main feature of 
ordinary partnership in both the common law and civil law legal sys-
tems.43 In the case of the French Civil Code partnership, the partners of 
civil code partnerships do not carry joint and several liabilities for the 
obligations of the partnership. They will be liable only proportionally to 
their share in the partnership.44 Besides, the law also adopts the princi-
ple of benefit of discussion, s it provides that creditors may sue a part-
ner for payment of the debts of the partnership only after having first 
sued the partnership as an entity.45

To conclude, the position taken by the Ethiopian and Thai laws is 
very impressive in the light of the very nature and purpose of the ordi-
nary/civil code partnership; as it stands to create a relationship in which 
each partner is understood as an agent for the other partners. Besides, 
making partners jointly and severally liable for the acts done while they 
are partners is sound in the light of the interest of third parties and sus-
tainability of the partnership, whereas coming to the French law, ex-
emption of partners from being severally liable would not be fair and 
justified.

41 Ibid., Article 255(2).
42 Civil and Commercial Code of Thailand, supra note 12, Section 1150.
43 D. Ricardo Sotomonte Mujica, “partnerships and companies A comparative 

approach to UK business, organizations”, REVIST@ e – Mercatoria, Vol.3, N0 2. (2004), p. 7.
44 Civil Code of France, supra note 10, Article 1857.
45 Ibid., Article 1858,
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normally assessed under the rational basis test? If the monetary exaction 
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The Koontz decision, coupled with Eastern Enterprises and the reversal 
of City of Monterrey, embody an expansionary trend in takings clause 
jurisprudence. It operates, firstly, through the adoption of a heightened 
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67 Koontz v. St. Johns River Water Management District, 530 U.S. (2013) [“because of the 
direct link between the government’s demand and a specific parcel of real property, this 
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68 Echeverria, supra note 65, p. 6; I. Piedra, “Confusing regulatory takings with 
regulatory exactions: the Supreme Court gets lost in the swamp of Koontz”, Environmental 
Affairs, Vol. 41, 2014, p. 555. See also Justice Kagan’s dissent opinion in Koontz. 

69 Echeverria, supra note 65, p. 41. 
70 See Part III. 
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Vi.	Distribution	of	Profits	and	Losses

In Germany, as a matter of principle, partners have to wait until the dis-
solution of the partnership to demand the statement of accounts and dis-
tribution of profits and losses.46 However, if the partnership is planned 
to exist for a prolonged period, the statement of accounts and the distri-
bution of profits can be done at the end of every business year.47 Regard-
ing how profit and loss distribution can be made, the German law pro-
vides that in a case when the shares in profits and losses of the partners 
are not stated, then each partner, without regard to the nature and size 
of his contribution, has an equal share in profit and loss.48

In Thailand, the law provides that the share of each partner in the 
profits or losses is in proportion to his contribution.49 If the share of 
a partner is fixed only as to profits or only as to losses, then the propor-
tion is presumed to be the same for profits and losses.50

Pursuant to French law, the share of each partner in the profits and 
his contribution to the losses are determined in proportion to his share 
in the capital of the partnership.51 However, any stipulation to allocate 
either the totality of the profit made by the partnership or exoneration 
of him from all the losses is prohibited.52

Pursuant to Ethiopian law concerning the distribution of profits and 
shares, it is provided that every partner can request the distribution of 
profits as soon as the management report is approved.53 Partners are en-
titled to share equally in the accrued profits and shall contribute equally 
to the losses sustained by the partnership.54Regarding the share of dis-
tribution, as with German law, unless it is otherwise agreed, distribu-
tion has to be made equally, irrespective of a partner’s contributions.55 

46 Civil Code of Germany, supra note 18, Section 721 (1).
47 Ibid., Section 721(2).
48 Ibid., Section 722(1).
49 Civil and Commercial Code of Thailand, supra note 12, Section 1044.
50 Ibid., Section 1045.
51 Civil Code of France, supra note 10, Article 1844 (1).
52 Ibid.
53 Commercial Code of Ethiopia, supra note 1, Article 251 (2).
54 Ibid, Article 252 (1).
55 Ibid., Article 270 (3).
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where a building permit is issued following the landowner’s acceptance 
of the (excessive) exactions. Recently, however, in Koontz v. St. Johns 
River Water Management District, the City of Monterey precedent was 
reversed, as the court held that resorting to Nollan/Dolan principles was 
not dependent, firstly, on whether the government approved or denied 
a permit, and, secondly, on whether the exactions imposed concerned 
a parcel of land or involved rather the payment of money. Underlying 
this enlargement is the need to prevent governments from evading the 
Nollan/Dolan rationale in situations where, notwithstanding its financial 
character, the exaction bears a special connection with a specific parcel 
of real property.67 

The decision raises many doubts and thorough concerns.68 For instance, 
if monetary exactions are thereafter subject to the rough proportionality 
test, how to distinguish them from property taxes, which would be 
normally assessed under the rational basis test? If the monetary exaction 
works as a per se taking, because of the link established with a specific 
parcel of land, why run the Nollan/Dolan inquiries at all? 69 

The Koontz decision, coupled with Eastern Enterprises and the reversal 
of City of Monterrey, embody an expansionary trend in takings clause 
jurisprudence. It operates, firstly, through the adoption of a heightened 
standard of review in urban law, which narrows the measures taken as 
restraints on the use of property not requiring compensation, and secondly, 
by means of including the imposition of monetary responsibilities in the 
regulatory takings realm. Although this trend is not ignored in other 
legal systems,70 particularly in those not admitting a substantive due

67 Koontz v. St. Johns River Water Management District, 530 U.S. (2013) [“because of the 
direct link between the government’s demand and a specific parcel of real property, this 
case implicates the central concern in Nolan and Dollan: the risk that the government may 
deploy its substantial power and discretion in land-use permitting to pursue governmental 
ends that lack an essential nexus and rough proportionality to the effects of the proposed 
use of the property at issue”]. 

68 Echeverria, supra note 65, p. 6; I. Piedra, “Confusing regulatory takings with 
regulatory exactions: the Supreme Court gets lost in the swamp of Koontz”, Environmental 
Affairs, Vol. 41, 2014, p. 555. See also Justice Kagan’s dissent opinion in Koontz. 

69 Echeverria, supra note 65, p. 41. 
70 See Part III. 

The unique thing under Ethiopian law is the exemption of skill con-
tributors from sharing losses of the partnership, but their entitlement to 
take profits.56 Regarding the time of distribution, the position taken by 
Ethiopian law is more logical and fairer than that in Germany. The Ethi-
opian law adopts mandatory distribution of profits without taking into 
consideration the protracted nature of the partnership which is very im-
portant to maintain the interest of partners and maybe in the long run 
the partnership itself. The position of Thailand’s and France’s laws on 
the distribution of profit and loss is more appropriate, as they prefer dis-
tribution based on contribution unlike the case in German and Ethio-
pian law.

VII.	Dissolution

In all jurisdictions, ordinary/civil code partnership can be dissolved 
upon expiration of the time for which it had been formed, by the achieve-
ment or the extinction of its object, by anticipated dissolution decided 
by the partners with advance notice, and by anticipated dissolution or-
dered by the court for good cause.57 However, the French58 and Thai 
laws59 are different from that of Ethiopia and Germany in that they al-
low partners to include any further grounds of dissolution in the con-
tract of partnership.

French law differs from the remaining three in that as a rule a part-
nership cannot be dissolved by the death of a partner and it continues 
with his heirs or legatees in so far as there is no agreement otherwise.60 
Under German law, the insolvency of a partner and the partnership it-
self is recognized as another ground for the dissolution of partnership.61 

56 Ibid., Article 254.
57 Civil Code of France, supra note 10, Article 1844-7(1),(2),(4) and (5); Civil and Com-

mercial Code of Thailand, Supra Note 12, Section 1055 (2)-(4), Section 1057 and Commer-
cial Code of Ethiopia, supra note 1, Article 258, 217(a), 217(c), 218(1).

58 Civil Code of France, supra note 10, Article 1844-7(8).
59 Civil and Commercial Code of Thailand, supra note 12, Section 1055(1).
60 Civil Code of France, supra note 10, Article 1870.
61 Civil Code of Germany, supra note 18, Section 728.
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67 Koontz v. St. Johns River Water Management District, 530 U.S. (2013) [“because of the 
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68 Echeverria, supra note 65, p. 6; I. Piedra, “Confusing regulatory takings with 
regulatory exactions: the Supreme Court gets lost in the swamp of Koontz”, Environmental 
Affairs, Vol. 41, 2014, p. 555. See also Justice Kagan’s dissent opinion in Koontz. 

69 Echeverria, supra note 65, p. 41. 
70 See Part III. 
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In this regard, the case in Ethiopia62 and Thailand63 is slightly differ-
ent as they recognize only bankruptcy or incapacitation of a partner, 
not insolvency of the partnership as grounds fordissolution. Unlike the 
Ethiopian and Thai law, in the French civil code partnership, it is the in-
solvency of partnership that is recognized as grounds for dissolution of 
the partnership.64

To conclude, the French and Thai laws allow the parties to the part-
nership to agree to include other grounds of dissolution; whereas, the 
Ethiopian and German laws specifically list the grounds of dissolu-
tion. The approach of the French law regarding the fate of the partner-
ship when one of the partners is dead is more logical and acceptable. It 
would be illogical and may affect the interest of both the heirs and the 
partnership itself to dissolve the partnership owing to the death of the 
partner in the absence of a prior agreement to do so.

VIII.	Expulsion	of	Partner

Expulsion is the forcible removal of a member from a partnership. Ex-
pulsion may not be always fault-based since a member can also be ex-
pelled even in the absence of a fault. A member who joins in the for-
mation or after the formation of the partnership is not a permanent 
member who cannot be expelled, but rather his membership depends 
upon his conduct, the partnership agreement, and what the law says.

Regarding expulsion/withdrawal of a partner, the French law pro-
vides that a partner may withdraw totally or partially from the partner-
ship subject to the conditions provided under the partnership agree-
ment or by authorization given by a unanimous resolution of the other 
partners or by a judicial decision.65 Regarding the fate of the withdraw-
ing partner, the French law provides that he is entitled to reimburse-
ment of the value of his rights in the partnership.66 Rather under Ger-
man law, the expulsion of a partner is possible only if he /she agree to 

62 Commercial Code of Ethiopia, supra note 1, Article 260
63 Civil and Commercial Code of Thailand supra note 12, Section 1055 (5).
64 Civil Code of France, supra note 10, Article 1844-7(7). 
65 Ibid., Article 1869. 
66 Ibid.
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may have been caused by any one or more of a number of occurrences  
for which different persons are accountable and it is established that the 
damage was caused by one of these occurrences but not which one, each 
person who is accountable for any of the occurrences is rebuttably 

                                                   
16  See: Infantino, Zervogianni, supra note 4. 
17  See: Court of Appeal of Brussels, 23.12.1927, RGAR 1928, no. 227. 
18  Solution to the problem of alternative causation in England is one of the most 
complicated ones. Depending on a case, it may be also proportional liability or joint and 
several liability (see below). 
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where a building permit is issued following the landowner’s acceptance 
of the (excessive) exactions. Recently, however, in Koontz v. St. Johns 
River Water Management District, the City of Monterey precedent was 
reversed, as the court held that resorting to Nollan/Dolan principles was 
not dependent, firstly, on whether the government approved or denied 
a permit, and, secondly, on whether the exactions imposed concerned 
a parcel of land or involved rather the payment of money. Underlying 
this enlargement is the need to prevent governments from evading the 
Nollan/Dolan rationale in situations where, notwithstanding its financial 
character, the exaction bears a special connection with a specific parcel 
of real property.67 

The decision raises many doubts and thorough concerns.68 For instance, 
if monetary exactions are thereafter subject to the rough proportionality 
test, how to distinguish them from property taxes, which would be 
normally assessed under the rational basis test? If the monetary exaction 
works as a per se taking, because of the link established with a specific 
parcel of land, why run the Nollan/Dolan inquiries at all? 69 

The Koontz decision, coupled with Eastern Enterprises and the reversal 
of City of Monterrey, embody an expansionary trend in takings clause 
jurisprudence. It operates, firstly, through the adoption of a heightened 
standard of review in urban law, which narrows the measures taken as 
restraints on the use of property not requiring compensation, and secondly, 
by means of including the imposition of monetary responsibilities in the 
regulatory takings realm. Although this trend is not ignored in other 
legal systems,70 particularly in those not admitting a substantive due

67 Koontz v. St. Johns River Water Management District, 530 U.S. (2013) [“because of the 
direct link between the government’s demand and a specific parcel of real property, this 
case implicates the central concern in Nolan and Dollan: the risk that the government may 
deploy its substantial power and discretion in land-use permitting to pursue governmental 
ends that lack an essential nexus and rough proportionality to the effects of the proposed 
use of the property at issue”]. 

68 Echeverria, supra note 65, p. 6; I. Piedra, “Confusing regulatory takings with 
regulatory exactions: the Supreme Court gets lost in the swamp of Koontz”, Environmental 
Affairs, Vol. 41, 2014, p. 555. See also Justice Kagan’s dissent opinion in Koontz. 

69 Echeverria, supra note 65, p. 41. 
70 See Part III. 

the expulsion under the partnership agreement.67 In such a case, the 
partnership will be carried on by the remaining partners and the part-
ner for whom a circumstance occurs which entitles the remaining part-
ners to give notice may be excluded from the partnership.68 Under the 
Thai ordinary partnership law, if a given partner has committed faults 
that result in the dissolution of the partnership by the court, in such 
a case, the court may upon the application of the remaining partners, 
instead of dissolution, order the expulsion of the partner in question.69

Regarding the expulsion of a partner, the Ethiopian ordinary part-
nership law provides that the court may order the expulsion of a part-
ner for good cause and the partnership shall continue as between the 
remaining partners.70 Here, the law fails to provide what amounts to 
a good cause. Additionally, partners who are given notice of dissolution 
of partnership can expel that particular partner to prevent the dissolu-
tion of the partnership.71 However, while they are doing so; they have to 
pay out their share.72 Generally, under all jurisdictions, grounds for the 
expulsion of a partner are not provided except in Thailand. 

The issue related to remedies of unlawful expulsion of a partner is 
not addressed in any of the partnership regimes which are being com-
pared. However, the Revised Uniform Partnership Act provides that 
a partner who is wrongfully dissociated from a partnership can claim 
damages from the other partners for the damage he sustained through 
the wrongful expulsion.73 Taking into account the fact that the person-
ality of members matters, the position taken by the French law and The 
Revised Uniform Partnership Act is more appropriate as it opens au-
thorization given by a unanimous resolution of the other partners and 
authorization by the judicial decision as further ways of the expulsion of 
a partner in addition to the prior agreement of the partners. 

67 Civil Code of Germany, supra note 18, Article 737
68 Ibid. 
69 Civil and Commercial Code of Thailand, supra note 12, Section 1058.
70 Commercial Code of Ethiopia, supra note 1, Article 261.
71 Ibid., Article 259.
72 Ibid.
73 Schneeman, supra note 29, p. 91–92. 
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69 Echeverria, supra note 65, p. 41. 
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Conclusions

The comparative analysis made in this paper shows that regulation of 
an ordinary partnership in Ethiopia has more commonalities with that 
of Thai and French ordinary/civil partnerships. However, it also reveals 
the areas in which the Ethiopian law has to improve. 

The first area is regarding the transfer of shares: Ethiopia has to ben-
efit from the experience of the French law which adopts a liberal ap-
proach to the transfer of shares for ascendants and descendants. 

The second one that needs improvement is about how the distri-
bution of profits and losses is to be made. In this regard, it would be 
sound if Ethiopia adopted the approach of France and Thailand which 
is distribution based on contribution. The third area that needs im-
provement is the regulation of dissolution of the partnership. France 
and Thailand allow the parties’ partnership agreement to include oth-
er grounds of dissolution which should be adopted. Fourth, Ethiopia 
should also rewrite the provision of the commercial code which deals 
with the dissolution of partnership because of the death of a partner 
and should adopt the position of the French law as it leaves it to the par-
ties to determine whether the death of a partner can be a cause for the 
dissolution of a civil partnership or not. Finally, Ethiopia should also 
revise the provisions regarding the expulsion of a partner. In this re-
gard, the Ethiopian law should regulate the remedies for the unlawful 
expulsion of a partner and should come up with listed grounds for the 
expulsion of a partner.




